MICRON HORIZONTAL DEEP BED (MD Series)
COMMERCIAL FILTER

TECHNICAL MANUAL
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DESCRIPTION
The Micron Horizontal Filters (MD series) filters have a filter media bed depth of 1200
mm and a 2.5 bar or 4.0 bar pressure rating. The filters are designed for exceptionally
large filtration projects, and have a filter area ranging from 5.5 m2 to 10.0 m2.

CONSTRUCTION
Manufactured from the highest grade of non corrosive materials and employing the
latest in fibreglass winding technology, Waterco Micron Horizontal fibreglass filters
are designed and built for many years of trouble free operation.

Looped distribution and lateral system.
Waterco has introduced a looped lateral configuration for its entire range of commercial
horizontal fibreglass filters. Conventional horizontal filter lateral systems consist of straight
piping fitted with laterals along the length of the horizontal filter.

Top view

Inside view

Waterco has vastly improved the hydraulic efficiency its horizontal filter lateral system by
looping its horizontal filter’s distributors and laterals. A looped distribution / lateral system
provide a more natural flow of water through the filter than a conventional lateral system. A
balanced water flow over the filter media bed’s surface ensures optimum water filtration and
a more balanced fluidisation of the filter media bed is achieved during backwashing. Its
individual laterals are shortened while maintaining media bed coverage, reducing the friction
head loss of each lateral and further improving the filter’s hydraulic backwash efficiency.
Waterco’s looped lateral system reduces backwash run times, saves water and produces
flatter more uniform media bed after backwashing.
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Basic Principles of Operation

Filtration Flow:

Unfiltered water enters the filter tank through the influent port. Once entering the
distribution header, the water flows through a hydraulically balanced system of diverters
strategically placed over the filter bed in sets of three (3) or four (4). Even distribution of
the water is achieved throughout the filter tank, which results in low levels of turbulence and
minimal differential pressure losses. Water flow paths are parallel and vertical at the surface
of the filter media bed resulting in maximum flow capacities without creating channelling
within the filter bed.

Under high flow rates, suspended solids within the water are exposed to unbalanced forces
while flowing through the filter bed. These unbalanced forces cause the suspended particles
to travel in an irregular path around and towards the grains of filter media. Upon contact,
the suspended solids are trapped on the jagged edges of the filter media grains. This
filtration process is also aided through straining at the surface of the filter bed and
electrostatic attraction of the suspended solids and filtration media. Through this process of
filtration, solids are collected and contained throughout the media bed thus providing long
filter cycles between backwashes.

The filtered water is then collected through the use of “V” slotted laterals designed to retain
the small filter media particles. After entering the collection header, the filtered water exits
the tank through the effluent port.
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Backwash (Reverse Flow):

Backwashing is the reversal of water flow through the filter bed. In general we suggest that
backwashing be initiated when the pressure gauge indicates an increase in pressure of 50
kPa (7.2 psi) from the pressure reading of the clean filter, which is the pressure reading on
the filter gauge when the filter is initially put into service or after a successful backwash
procedure. Backwashing is achieved by routing the water flow into the collection header
and laterals, up through the filter bed then exiting through the diverter and distribution
header. The time required for the backwash cycle will vary depending on overall water
condition. This reversal of flow will cause the filter bed to lift and expand, (also called
fluidization). The fluidization of the media bed allows the collected solids to be released
and discharged to waste.
During backwash, circulation patterns are established within the media bed, which facilitate
even and thorough cleansing of the filter media. The hydraulic balance created through the
distribution and collection system design, reduces water velocity to below that of the mediasettling rate, preventing loss of filter-media during backwash. The solids that have been
released during fluidization are collected and discharge to waste through the diverter and
distribution header.
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INSTALLATION
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FILTER INSTALLATIONS.
Position the filter:
1. Filters should be located so that they are free from flooding, such as away from
sumps, flood areas etc.
2. Filters should be placed on a suitable base (such as level concrete) to prevent any
strain from the attached plumbing.
3. The filter pad/base should be designed so that it will not collapse under the
operational weight of the filter.
4. The filter should be positioned so that it is easily accessible for the operation of the
valving system.
5. The filter should be placed so that it is accessible for maintenance (also any
optional extras supplied as part of the filter such as a manhole, or a sight glass should
be accessible).
6. Valving should be positioned at a convenient height for valve operation.
7. Preferably, the filter should be positioned as close to the water source as
possible for maximum operation.

NOTE:
1. Ensure the filter is on a level pad/base to promote an even water flow over the
media bed.
2. Where necessary ensure that a foot valve (non return valve) is installed when using
a pump that is installed above 500mm from water source.
3. Ensure that a pressure-limiting valve is installed if using mains water or a high
pressure pump.

Pipe run:
Minimize the length of pipe and particularly 90° fittings to obtain the least amount of
friction loss as possible. Always use sufficient pipe supports to minimise stress on pipe
joints or filter bulk head fittings. This will ensure maximum efficiency.

Isolation valves:
If filtration system is to be installed below water level or is supplied from mains water,
shut off valves should be installed before the filter and after the filter. This will
prevent water flow during any routine maintenance that may be required.

Exposure:
Where possible provide adequate protection from the weather to ensure maximum life.
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Adding the Media

Filter Media (granular media such as Sand, Zeolite, Mixed Bed
Media et):
Filter media shall consist of mixed bed media, uniformly graded silica sand, Zeoplus
(zeolite), or other granular media, which shall be free of limestone or clay. The filter will
require a filter media bed depth, which shall extend to an approximate level below the top of
the hydraulic distribution lenses as follows (the exception to this may be other chemical
reactive media which may require a larger freebore):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Check the filter size to determine the amount of media required. (see filter data
table).
Make sure that the top distributor and bottom collector assemblies are intact inside
the filter tank.
Make sure the Media Port is securely installed.
Fill the filter tank with water to approximately 1/3 of the filter capacity.
Load the proper amount of media through the top of the filter.
NOTE: Media must be added SLOWLY so that tank internals are not damaged. It is
important to divert the media off to the side of the tank during the loading process so
that the media is not dumped directly onto the laterals.

6.

After all media is added, level the media, making sure that there are no “peaks” or
“valleys” of media. The media level should below the bottom of the top distributor
pipe.

7.

OPTIONAL PEA GRAVEL - To improve the backwash efficiency, we recommend using
pea gravel to cover the collector assembly, (laterals). If you choose to use pea gravel,
only put enough to just cover the laterals and proceed to load media on top of the pea
gravel. It is important to divert the pea gravel off to the side of the tank during the
loading process so that the pea gravel is not dumped directly onto the laterals. This can
be easily done using a piece of cardboard shaped like a chute. The water in the tank
will help reduce the impact of pea gravel onto the laterals.
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Media Dump Port and Bulk Head Fittings:
All Waterco deep bed filters filters will be fitted with a dual Media / Water bulk head,
located at the underside of the vessel. The media port can be used for the removal of media
and/or water from the filter vessel.

Commercial filter lid installation instructions
1. Clean 0-ring and inner sealing surface thoroughly before inserting lid into filter
2. Loosen nuts against lid on bolts 1 and 3
3. Insert lid into filter and pull up to the sealing position holding the air vent fitting.
4. Place yoke over bolts 2 and 4 and secure with washers and nuts (hand tight only)
5. Pull up bolts 1 and 3 and retighten nuts against lid.
6. Place yoke over bolts 1 and 3 and secure with washers and nuts (hand tight only)
7. Wrench tighten nuts against yokes 1/2 turn at a time using the pattern 1 - 4 - 2 - 3.
repeat same pattern until all nuts are sufficiently tight.

1

2

3

4

Notes:
1. Be sure to clean 0-ring and sealing surface prior to lid installation. sand from
the filter can cause the lid to leak.
2. Do not over tighten; lid yoke bolts have 0-rings sealing against leaks. If the bolts
are over tightened the 0-ring may deform and cause a leak.
3. If the above pattern is not followed, the lid may leak. If this occurs loosen the
nuts, hand tighten and repeat step 7 above.
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Valving:
Independent Valving:
The valving configuration can vary depending on the number of filters in a train and
filter backwash configuration (in other words how many filters will be backwashed
simultaneously).

In general independent valving should be configured to accommodate:
1. Normal Filtration:
The water enters the filter at the top filter port and is evenly distributed over the filtration
media. The water travels down through the filter media at the required rate to permit
filtration and/or any chemical reactions to take place. The water passes through the fine
slotted laterals and out the bottom port to its end point.
2. Backwashing:
The flow of water is in reverse direction to the water flow during the standard filtering
operation in order to flush out the foreign matter or debris from the filter media bed. The
water enters through the bottom port and is evenly distributed by the under-drain
assembly up through the media bed, lifting and agitating the media to release the foreign
matter or debris. The water exits through the top port of the filter and is directed to
drain.
It is advisable to view the backwash water and stop backwashing the filter once the
water runs clear. In some applications the use of a clear piece of PVC pipe in the
drain line or a sight glass in the drain line is helpful in operating the backwash
procedure.
Rinsing or Flushing:
The water enters the filter through the top port and is directed down through the filter
media bed to the under drain assembly and out through the bottom port and direct to
drain.
This process settles the filter media bed into place and flushes any remaining foreign
matter or debris out of the filter.
Waste:
There may be occasions when it is necessary to by-pass the filter and send the water to
waste. If an application requires the periodic draining of a system or dilution of the
water to be filtered with better quality water then valving should be set up which permits
the water to bypass the filter and go to drain.
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PLEASE NOTE:
The manual operation of the valve system (i.e. filter mode selection) is to be done
with the pump switched off to prevent water hammer in the filter system which can
reduce system operating life.
Plumbing Connections:
Connect all plumbing to the valve taking care that all joints are glued or tightened
securely to prevent leaking. If using solvents please ensure you do not excessively apply
to fittings as this could run into o- rings and create sealing problems.
Allow 24 hours for glue (solvent) to set before starting the filter.
Your filter is now ready for operation. Please refer to (operation) section.
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STANDARD
OPERATION
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OPERATION:
A. Start up of Waterco Filter.
1. Ensure pump has water prime (if necessary).
2. Perform rinse and/or backwash as detailed.
3. Note pressure gauge reading.

B. Regular Operation.
1. General
Set valves to filter mode and start the pumps
The system is now set for normal operation.
2. Automatic periodic operation - This is can be achieved by using a time clock to turn
Pump on and off at the selected times. The system now operates automatically.
3. Filter Pressure Rise – Note the pressure gauge reading of the clean filter.
The pressure will vary according to the plumbing, pump size, mains flow size etc.

C. Backwash Operation. (As a rule of thumb; backwashing is required when
the filter pressure rises by 50 kPa (7.2 psi) above the starting pressure of the
clean filter.)
1. With pump switched off (water supply off)
Set valves so that water enters the bottom port of the filter and returns to drain from the
top port (ensure there is sufficient flow rate to lift the filter bed and proper backwash the
media).
2. Turn water flow on and run until water becomes clear at the viewing sight glass, or if
there is no viewing glass, as with Independent valving, view the water as it enters the
drain or view the water through the clear PVC pipe or sight glass in a section of the
drainpipe.
3. Turn off water flow and set the valve or valves to the rinse position.
 If Independent valves are used the water should enter the top port of the filter and exit
from the bottom port going to drain.
4. Run for approximately 10-30 seconds.
5. Turn off water flow/pump.
If a Multi-port valve is used reset M.P.V. to the filter position
If Independent valving is used set the valves to redirect water though the top filter port
and filtered water out of the bottom filter port
Restart water flow for normal operation.
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MAINTENANCE
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Maintenance:
The Waterco Micron Horizontal fibreglass filters are designed, manufactured, and tested to
operate faithfully for extended periods of time without maintenance.
The filter media will only require changing if it has reached the limits of its designated life.
The only requirements to ensure the maximum life of the selected media are as follows.
1. Backwash the filter at the required period of time, refer to your pressure gauge.
2. Refer to the specs of the media used and implement regeneration procedures
accordingly.
3. Maintain the water in good chemical balance (if used for pool or spa, or industrial
applications where water chemistry is critical) Mains water and rural water supplies need
to be monitored. Saturation (life) in mains water or bore (rural) will vary depending on
water quality.
4. Keep all pre – filters equipment clean to maintain good water flow.
5. Replace pressure gauge if faulty readings are observed.
6. Filter water regularly.
7. Maintain a sound – regular maintenance regime.

Trouble Shooting:
Excessive Force to Operate Valves:
1. Above normal or excessive force to operate valves can indicate scoring or
jamming with foreign matter or debris.
2. If this condition persists after rinsing, disassemble the valve to clear, refer
maintenance below. Continued operation of the valve may result in a non-sealing
condition (where Multi-port valve are concerned damage to spider gasket). This
will give water loss to the backwash line or to inefficient filtering.

Insufficient Filtration:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Insufficient filtration time.
Heavy contaminants or dirt load.
Dirty filter- requires backwashing.
Air leaking on suction (influent line).
Pump impeller vanes blocked.
Insufficient water supply (water level low, blockage).
Pump not primed.
Incorrect water chemistry.
Excessive flow of water for filter size. Foreign matter or debris forced through filter
media bed into under drain.
10. Other restrictions including resistance from other inline equipment such as strainers.
Operating the filter on re-circulate will determine if the restriction is in the filter.
11. Clogged or channelled filter media. Perform backwash or regeneration.
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Disassembly (replacing filter media and or under-drains)
Whilst disassembly of the filter or valve is unlikely to be required the following is relevant.
Ensure that the pump or water supply is turned off and all valves are in the off position.
1. Removal filter media can be done with the use of a slurry pump which will suck
out the fluidised media. Remove the top manhole cover and ensure that there is
sufficient water to fluidise the filter media so the slurry pump can be used taking care
not to break the laterals while the last portion of filter media is being removed.
2. Under drain laterals unscrew from the manifold in sections to allow for removal and
replacement.

Re-Assembly:
1. Under drain stem and manifold can be replaced whilst in the filter.
2. Replace the media. Refer to Adding Media Section.
3. Open valves after completion of Re-assembly.
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